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RURANET: providing access to information in Niger
Djilali Benamrane 
Djilali Benamrane describes how community radio stations in Niger are becoming information centres for rural development.
In Bankilare, in southwestern Niger, many of the 2000 inhabitants and about 10,000 nomads in the vicinity do not have access to electricity, telephone or
clean water. Radio is the primary source of news and information, but few can afford a radio or, more significantly, the batteries it consumes. 
The villagers often have great difficulty receiving the signal from the national radio station ORTN, which also does not broadcast in the local languages.
Yet the situation is improving. In 1999 the residents of Bankilare built their own radio station, which runs on solar energy, and broadcasts programmes in
three local languages. A growing number of villagers have access to solarpowered or wind-up radio receivers that require no batteries. What’s more,
through the station, local farmers can obtain a variety of useful information, including weather forecasts, drought and pest alerts, and market information,
downloaded from a satellite.
Solar-powered radio
The Bankilare community radio station is one of the first in an ambitious seven-year programme to build a rural radio network (RURANET) of 160
selfmanaged, solar-powered broadcasting stations in Niger. Currently, more than 70 RURANET stations are fully operational. The programme, which is
coordinated by the Local Radio Steering Committee (CPRP), receives core funding from the UNDP.
All of the work involved in the construction of a station is done by local people, mostly on a voluntary basis, and as far as possible with locally available
materials. The radio equipment consists of a Wantok portable FM broadcast unit, an antenna and a set of solar panels (for more information about the
radio equipment, see the TechTip in this issue of ICT Update).
Additional equipment includes a PC and a satellite radio receiver with accompanying modem for downloading multimedia content. About 100 wind-up or
solar-powered FM radio receivers have been distributed to listening groups in a 20 km radius of the station.
From radio stations to information centres
Now in its fifth year of operation, the Bankilare station has clearly demonstrated the viability of community-based rural radio in Niger. As RURANET now
covers seven rural districts outside the capital, Niamey, the CPRP is encouraging exchanges of content among the stations, so that RURANET is
increasingly functioning as a network. Audiotapes of programmes are exchanged, translated into local languages if necessary, and broadcast in other
parts of the country.
The radio stations are also broadening their range of activities, and are gradually becoming rural information centres for development. Some stations, for
instance, also operate a library or a video loan service. Others have opened a television room or serve as public access point for BLU, a long-distance
radio telephone service that operates in some parts of Niger – all running on solar power.
Also, thanks to an agreement between the CPRP and the Niamey-based African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD), all
RURANET radio stations are equipped with a set of basic meteorological instruments, and thus serve as local weather stations.
Satellite access
Through a generous grant from the WorldSpace Foundation (now First Voice International, FVI), each station obtained two satellite receiver sets and
free access to the WorldSpace Satellite Network (WSSN). WSSN is a commercial, subscription-based service that provides access to over 40 digital
radio channels in various languages (including five in French) via two geostationary satellites, Afristar™ and Asiastar™, which cover Africa and Asia,
respectively.
With the free WSSN subscription and the satellite receiver set, the RURANET radio stations can offer listeners
in the remotest areas access to global news and information, either directly by rebroadcasting entire
programmes, or indirectly, by recording programmes and using part of their content in local productions. What is
more, WSSN has reserved 5% of the channel capacity of its satellites for non-commercial information projects,
including radio programmes, but also data (text and images) for downloading.
WSSN is making available an increasing array of useful multimedia content for rural communities in Africa,
produced by a variety of partners, including UNHCR, UNICEF, Save the Children UK and Africare.
Unfortunately, most of this content is in English, because a project to establish an all- French educational
channel (CANAL EF) was discontinued. Consequently, because of the lack of relevant content in French, the
WorldSpace receiver sets are underutilized.
In contrast, the programmes produced locally and exchanged at the national level by the RURANET network
have been a great success. They address relevant rural issues, provide information on farming techniques and
help farmers keep abreast of market trends. In areas where there are no newspapers and where national or international radio programmes are
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inaccessible or incomprehensible, RURANET demonstrates that local radio remains one of the best ways to improve access to information for rural
communities throughout Africa.
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